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(STEP 1) ACQUIPE P-N INDIVIDUAL'S GENOMIC DNA
(STEP 2) PETEOFM PCR AIJLIFICATION AT AN STR LOCUS OF
THIS DNA
(STEP 3) SIZE SEPARATION ASSAY OF THE AMPLIFIED PCR
PRODUCTS
(STEP 4-) ANALYZE THE PEAKS OF THE RESULTING ASSAY INTO
DNA SIZE VS . CCEICENTRATIOI-l 3'":

(STEP 5) DECON'U LIE THE .1 "LYZED PCR PRODUCT TO
DETERMINE THE GENGTYPE OF THE INDIVIDUAL AT THE ST?.

LOCUS
(STEP 5 ' ) DECONYOLUTION USING EOURIER DOIVLAIZ-JT SIGNAL

PROCESSING
(STEP 6) EMPLOYINC- A PCR STUTTER PATTERN LIBRARY
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(STEP 1) DETERMNE GENOTYPES OF RELATED INDI'JIDUALS.

(STEP 2) SET CI'ROMOSOME PHASE BY GRAPH PROPAGATION,
DEDUCTIVE METHODS, OR LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS.
3) DETERMINE THE PI-IENOTYPIC RISK OF DISEASE PCP.
JDIVIDUALS.

(STEP 4-) PRESENT THE RESULTS.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR GENOTYPING

surement noise, this complexity often precludes unambigu

This application is a continuation of Ser. No. 08/261,169
?led Jun. 17, 1994 now US. Pat. No. 5,580,728.

prevented reliable automated (or even manual) genotyping

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

superposition of tWo corrupted signals. Importantly, (1) the

ous determination of the tWo alleles. To date, this has

of CA-repeat markers from differential siZing assays.
This overlap of stutter patterns can be modeled as a

corrupting response function is roughly identical for tWo
closely siZed alleles of the same CA-repeat marker, and (2)
this response function is largely determined by the speci?c

The present invention pertains to a process Which can be

fully automated for accurately determining the alleles of
STR genetic markers. More speci?cally, the present inven
tion is related to performing PCR ampli?cation on DNA,

10

be assayed separately from the genotyping experiment. By
combining 118 the corrupted signal together With the deter

systems Which can effectively use this genotyping informa
tion.
15

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

during its initial 5 year phase of operation Was to develop a
genetic map of humans With markers spaced 2 to 5 cM apart

(E. P. Hoffman, “The Human Genome Project: Current and
future impact,” Am. J. Hum. Genet., vol. 54, pp. 129—136,

location on a genome, With normal mammalian individuals

having tWo (possibly identical) alleles 104 for a marker on
an autosomal chromosome 102, referring to FIG. 1A.
(Though there are other cases of 0, 1, or many alleles that
this invention addresses, this characteriZation suf?ces for the

1994), incorporated by reference. This task has already been
largely accomplished in half the time anticipated, With
markers that are far more informative than originally hoped

for. In these neW genetic maps, restriction fragment length

background introduction.) One important class of markers is
the CA-repeat loci. This class is abundantly represented
throughout the genomes of many species, including humans.

PQRST,

polymorphism (RFLP) loci have been entirely replaced by

30

dC-dA .

35

R=(CA)n, Where is n is an integer that generally ranges
betWeen ten and ?fty. Thus, the length of the allele
sequence uniquely determines the content of the

.

dG-dT Sequences,” Marsh?eld

Clinic,

tandem repeat markers (STRs). It is expected that at least
30,000 CA-repeat markers Will be made available in public
databases in the form of PCR primer sequences and reaction
conditions. One of the advantages of CA repeat loci is their
high density in the genome, With about 1 informative CA

sequence, since the only polymorphism is in the length
40

One can therefore obtain genomic DNA, perform PCR
ampli?cation of a CA-repeat genetic marker location, and
then assay the length of the allele sequences by differential

siZing, typically done by differential migration of DNA
molecules using gel electrophoresis. The resulting gel 110

.

Marsh?eld, Wis, assignee code 354770, US. Pat. No.
5075217, 1991), incorporated by reference, and other short

primary variation occurs in the sequence R, Which is a

of R.

CA repeat loci (dinucleotide repeats, also termed
“microsatellites”) (J. Weber and P. May, “Abundant class of
human DNA polymorphisms Which can be typed using the
polymerase chain reaction,” Am J Hum Genet, vol. 44, pp.

388—396, 1989; J. Weber, “Length Polymorphisms in

Where P is the left PCR primer, T de?nes the right PCR
primer, Q and S are relatively ?xed sequences, and the

tandemly repeated sequence 108 of the dinucleotide CA, i.e.,

mined response functions of the CA-repeat marker, the true
uncorrupted allele siZes can be determined, and reliable
genotyping can be performed.

Aprimary goal of the NIH/DOE Human Genome Project

To study polymorphisms in genomes, reliable allele deter
mination of genetic markers is required for accurate geno
typing. A genetic marker corresponds to a relatively unique

A CA-repeat marker allele is comprised of a nucleic acid
Word 106

CA-repeat marker, the PCR conditions, and possibly the
relative siZe of the allele. Thus, the response functions can

assaying the PCR products, and then determining the geno
type of the PCR products. The invention also pertains to

repeat every 50,000 bp: this permits a theoretical density of
approximately 20 loci per centimorgan. Another advantage
of CA repeat polymorphisms is their informativeness, With
most loci in common use having PIC values of over 0.70 (J.

should, in principle, clearly shoW the alleles of marker for

Weissenbach, G. Gyapay, C. Dib, A. Vignal, J. Morissette, P.
Millasseau, G. Vaysseix, and M. Lathrop, “A second gen
eration linkage map of the human genome,” Nature, vol.

each individual’s genome. Further, these siZes can be quan

359, pp. 794—801, 1992), incorporated by reference. Finally,

45

titated by using reference markers 112.
HoWever, the PCR ampli?cation of a CA-repeat location

these markers are PCR-based, permitting rapid genotyping
using minute quantities of input genomic DNA. Taken
together, these advantages have facilitated linkage studies by

produces an artifact, often termed “PCR stutter”. Most likely
due to slippage of the polymerase molecule on the nucleic

orders of magnitude: a single full-time scientist can cover
the entire genome at a 10 cM resolution and map a disease
gene in an autosomal dominant disease family in about 1

acid polymer in the highly repetitive CA-repeat region, the
result is that PCR products are produced that correspond to
deletions of tandem CA molecules in the repeat region.
Thus, instead of a single band on a gel corresponding to the

55

one molecule

genes,” Neurology, vol. (in press), 1994), incorporated by

PQ (CA)n ST,
an entire population of different siZe bands
{ PQ (CA)n ST, PQ (CA)n_1 ST, PQ (CA)n_2 ST, . . . }

in varying concentrations is observed. This PCR stuttering
114 can be vieWed as a spatial pattern p(x), or, alternatively,
as a response function r(t) of an impulse signal correspond

ing to the assayed allele.
The stutter artifact can be extremely problematic When the

year (D. A. Stephan, N. R. M. Buist, A. B. Chittenden, K.
Ricker, J. Zhou, and E. P. Hoffman, “A rippling muscle
disease gene is localiZed to 1q41: evidence for multiple
reference.
The CA repeat-based genetic maps are not Without dis

60

advantages. First, alleles are detected by siZe differences in
PCR products, Which often differ by as little as 2 bp in a 300

bp PCR product. Thus, these alleles must be distinguished
using high resolution sequencing gels, Which are more labor
intensive and technically demanding to use than most other

tWo alleles of an autosomal CA-repeat marker are close in 65 electrophoresis systems. Second, referring to FIG. 2, CA

siZe. Then, their tWo stutter patterns overlap, producing a
complex signal 116. In the presence of background mea

repeat loci often shoW secondary “stutter” or “shadoW”
bands in addition to the band corresponding to the primary

6,054,268
3
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allele, thereby complicating allele interpretation. These stut

The Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophy (DMD/BMD)
gene locus (dystrophin gene) (A. P. Monaco, R. L. Neve, C.

ter bands may be due to errors in Taq polymerase replication

during PCR, secondary structure in PCR products, or

Colletti-Feener, C. J. Bertelson, D. M. Kurnit, and L. M.
Kunkel, “Isolation of candidate cDNAs for portions of the

somatic mosaicism for allele siZe in a patient. Allele inter

pretation is further complicated by the differential mobility
of the tWo complementary DNA strands of the PCR products
When both are labelled. Finally, sequencing gels often shoW

inconsistencies in mobility of DNA fragments, making it
di?icult to compare alleles of individuals betWeen gels and
often Within a single gel. The most common experimental

10

approach used for typing CA repeat alleles involves incor
poration of radioactive nucleotide precursors into both
strands of the PCR product. The combined consequence of
stutter peaks and visualiZation of both strands of alleles
differing by 2 bp often leads to considerable “noise” on the

Duchenne muscular dystrophy gene,” Nature, vol. 323, pp.
646—650, 1986; M. Koenig, E. P. Hoffman, C. J. Bertelson,
A. P. Monaco, C. Feener, and L. M. Kunkel, “Complete
cloning of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy cDNA and
preliminary genomic organiZation of the DMD gene in
normal and affected individuals,” Cell, vol. 50, pp. 509—517,
1987), incorporated by reference, is a useful experimental
system for illustrating the automation of genetic analysis.
The dystrophin gene can be considered a mini-genome: it is

resulting autoradiograph “signals”, referring to FIG. 2,

by far the largest gene knoWn to date (2.5 million base
pairs); it has a high intragenic recombination rate (10 cM,
i.e., 10% recombination betWeen the 5‘ and 3‘ ends of the

Which then requires careful subjective interpretation by an

gene); and it has a considerable spontaneous mutation rate

15

experienced scientist in order to determine the true under

(10'4 meioses). Mutation of the dystrophin gene results in

lying tWo alleles.
The stuttered signals of di-, tri-, tetra-, and other multi

one of the most common human lethal genetic diseases, and
20

nucleotide repeats can be modeled as the convolution of the
true allele siZes With a stutter pattern
Under this model,

characteriZed, With both precise genetic maps (C. Oudet, R.
Heilig, and J. Mandel, “An informative polymorphism

the complex quantitative banding signal q(x) observed on a

detectable by polymerase chain reaction at the 3‘ end of the

gel can be understood as the summation of shifted patterns

p(x), With one shifted pattern for each allele siZe. Akey fact
is that generally only one p(x) function is associated With a

the lack of therapies for DMD demands that molecular
diagnostics be optimiZed. The gene is very Well

25

dystrophin gene,” Hum Genet, vol. 84, pp. 283—285, 1990),
incorporated by reference, and physical maps (M.

given genetic marker, its PCR primers and conditions, and

Burmeister, A. Monaco, E. Gillard, G. van Ommen, N.

the allele siZe. In the important case of tWo alleles, Where the

Affara, M. Ferguson-Smith, L. Kunkel, and H. Lehrach, “A
10-megabase physical map of human Xp21, including the
Duchenne muscular dystrophy gene,” Genomics, vol. 2, pp.

tWo allele siZes are denoted by s and t, one can Write the

expression

30

189—202, 1988), incorporated by reference. Finally, approxi
mately one doZen CA repeat loci distributed throughout the

The multiplication of the polynomial expressions (xs+x’) and
p(x) is one implementation of the underlying (shift and add)
convolution process. Given the observed data q(x) and the

35

knoWn stutter pattern p(x), one can therefore determine the
unknoWn allele siZes s and t via a deconvolution procedure.

(Note that this convolution/deconvolution model extends to
analyses With more than tWo alleles.)
A corollary of highly dense and informative genetic maps
is the need to accurately acquire, analyZe and store large

dystrophin gene have been isolated and characterized (A.
Beggs and L. Kunkel, “A polymorphic CACA repeat in the
3‘ untranslated region of dystrophin,” NucleicAcia's Res, vol.
18, pp. 1931, 1990; C. Oudet, R. Heilig, and J. Mandel, “An

informative polymorphism detectable by polymerase chain
40

reaction at the 3‘ end of the dystrophin gene,” Hum Genet,
vol. 84, pp. 283—285, 1990; P. Clemens, R. FenWick, J.
Chamberlain, R. Gibbs, M. de Andrade, R. Chakraborty, and

C. Caskey, “Linkage analysis for Duchenne and Becker
muscular dystrophies using dinucleotide repeat

volumes of data on each individual or family studied. For

example, a genome-Wide linkage analysis on a 30 member
pedigree at 10cM resolution Would generate data for
?ve or more alleles. Currently, alleles are visually inter

polymorphisms,” Am J Hum Genet, vol. 49, pp. 951—960,
1991; C. Feener, F. Boyce, and L. Kunkel, “Rapid detection
of CA polymorphisms in cloned DNA: application to the 5‘
region of the dystrophin gene,” Am J Hum Genet, vol. 48,

preted and then manually entered into spreadsheets for
analysis and storage. This approach requires a large amount

pp. 621—627, 1991), incorporated by reference.
Many of the problems With interpretation of dystrophin

approximately 30,000 alleles, With many markers shoWing

of time and effort, and introduces the high likelihood of
human error. Moreover, future studies of complex multifac
torial disease loci Will require large-scale genotyping on

45

gene CA repeat allele data can be overcome by single or
50

multiplex ?uorescent PCR and data acquistion on automated

55

sequencers (L. S. SchWartZ, J. Tarleton, B. Popovich, W. K.
Seltzer, and E. P. Hoffman, “Fluorescent Multiplex Linkage
Analysis and Carrier Detection for Duchenne/Becker Mus
cular Dystrophy,”Am. J. Hum. Genet., vol. 51, pp. 721—729,
1992), incorporated by reference. This approach uses ?uo

hundreds or thousands of individuals. Finally, manual geno

typing is arduous, boring, time consuming, and highly error
prone. Each of these features suggests that automation of

genotype data generation, acquisition, interpretation, and
storage is required to fully utiliZe the developing genetic

rescently labeled PCR primers to simultaneously amplify
four CA repeat loci in a single reaction. By visualiZing only
a single strand of the PCR product, and by reducing the cycle
number, much of the noise associated With these CA repeat

maps. Some effort has been made to assist in allele identi

?cation and data storage (ABI Genotyper manual and

softWare, Applied Biosystems Inc.), incorporated by refer
ence. HoWever, this softWare still requires substantial user

60

interaction to place manually assigned alleles into a
spreadsheet, and is unable to deconvolve (hence cannot

accurately genotype) closely spaced alleles or perform other
needed analyses. Importantly, no essential use is made of a

CA-repeat marker’s PCR stutter response pattern by the ABI
softWare or by any other disclosed method or system for

genotyping.

65

loci Was eliminated. Moreover, the production of ?uorescent
multiplex reaction kits provides a standard source of
reagents Which, have not deteriorated 3 years after the
?uorescent labeling reactions Were performed. In this pre

vious report, referring to FIG. 2, alleles Were manually
interpreted from the automated sequencer traces.
This invention pertains to automating data acquisition and
interpretation for any STR genetic marker. In the preferred

6,054,268
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embodiment, the invention: identi?es each of the marker

or mechanism is in communication With the assaying means.
The system for genotyping comprises means or a mecha

alleles at an STR locus in an organism; deconvolves com

nism for operating on the ?rst set of electrical signals
produced from the ampli?ed material With a second set of
electrical signals corresponding to a response pattern of the
location to produce a third set of clean electrical signals

plex “stuttered” alleles Which differ by as feW as tWo bp (i.e.,
at the limits of signal/noise); makes this genotyping infor

mation available for further genetic analysis. For example,
to establish DMD diagnosis by linkage analysis in
pedigrees, the application system: identi?es each of the
dystrophin gene alleles in pedigree members; deconvolves
complex “stuttered” alleles Which differ by only tWo bp
Where signal/noise is a particular problem; reconstructs the

corresponding to the siZe and multiplicities of the unampli
?ed material on the genome at the location. The operating
means or mechanism is in communication With the sets of
10

pedigrees from lane assignment information; sets phase in

females; propagates haplotypes through the pedigree; iden

producing a gene.

ti?es female carriers and affected males in the pedigree
based on computer derivation of an at-risk haplotype;
detects and localiZes recombination events Within the pedi

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
15

gree. Other uses of automatically acquired STR genetic
marker data are the construction of genetic maps (T. C.
Matise, M. W. Perlin, and A. Chakravarti, “Automated

construction of genetic linkage maps using an expert system
(MultiMap): application to 1268 human microsatellite
markers,” Nature Genetics, vol. 6, no. 4, pp. 384—390,

invention are illustrated in Which:

FIG. 1A is a schematic of the problem that this invention
solves. ShoWn is (a) a pair autosomal chromosome and a
20

1994), incorporated by reference, the localiZation of genetic

the positional cloning of genes derived from such localiZa
tions (B.-S. Kerem, J. M. Rommens, J. A. Buchanan, D.
MarkieWicZ, T. K. Cox, A. Chakravarti, M. BuchWald, and
L.-C. Tsui, “Identi?cation of the cystic ?brosis gene: genetic
analysis,” Science, vol. 245, pp. 1073—1080, 1989; J. R.
Riordan, J. M. Rommens, B.-S. Kerem, N. Alon, R.
RoZmahel, Z. GrZelcZak, J. Zielenski, S. Lok, N. Plavsic,
J .-L. Chou, M. L. Drumm, M. C. IannuZZi, F. S. Collins, and
L.-C. Tsui, “Identi?cation of the cystic ?brosis gene: cloning
and characteriZation of complementary DNA,” Science, vol.

25

pattern With the one allele response pattern.
FIG. 1B is a How chart of a method for genotyping

polymorphic genetic loci.
30

35

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention pertains to a method for genotyp
40

acid material from a genome. Then there is the step of
amplifying a location of the material. Next there is the step
of assaying the ampli?ed material based on siZe and con

FIG. 2 is a PMT voltage versus time data used for input
into automated genotyping. ShoWn is a Becker muscular

dystrophy family (family #140), With representative lane
data from the automated sequencer shoWn beloW. Multiplex
?uorescent CA repeat analysis Was done as previously
described (SchWartZ et al. 1992). The time WindoWs corre
sponding to each of four dinucleotide repeat loci are shoWn
above the data traces. The four dystrophin gene CA repeat
loci shoW the full range of different patterns observed With
most CA-repeats: 3‘CA shoWs very clean, distinct alleles but
is not very informative, Whereas STR-49 and STR-45 shoW

complex patterns of 6—7 peaks for each allele. Reprinted
from SchWartZ et al. (1992).
FIG. 3A shoWs computed base siZe vs. peak area for

representative individuals and loci from the image analysis.
The DNA concentrations shoWn Were detected and quanti

centration. Then there is the step of converting the assayed
ampli?ed material into a ?rst set of electrical signals corre

marker location, (b) a CA-repeat genetic marker location, (c)
a siZing assay done by gel electrophoresis, (d) the PCR
corruption response pattern of one allele, (e) the superim
posed corrupted pattern of tWo alleles, and
the recovery
of the allele siZes by combining the tWo allele corrupted

245, pp. 1066—1073, 1989), incorporated by reference.

ing. The method comprises the steps of obtaining nucleic

In the accompanying draWings, the preferred embodiment
of the invention and preferred methods of practicing the

traits onto chromosomes (J. Ott, Analysis of Human Genetic
Linkage, Revised Edition. Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hop

kins University Press, 1991), incorporated by reference, and

electrical signals. The present invention also pertains to a
method of analyZing genetic material of an organism. The
present invention additionally pertains to a method for

45

sponding to siZe and concentration of the ampli?ed material

tated at every DNA length (roWs) for each genotyped
individual (columns). The peak area values Were computed

set of electrical signals produced from the ampli?ed material

by the system from the raW data ?les corresponding to FIG.
2, are in arbitrary units, and have been rounded to the nearest

With a second set of electrical signals corresponding to a
response pattern of the location to produce a third set of

integer. Zero values denote minimal signal. The numbers
illustrate the three classes of CA-repeat genotype data:

at the location. Then there is the step of operating on the ?rst

clean electrical signals corresponding to the siZe and mul
tiplicities of the unampli?ed material on the genome at the
location.
The present invention also pertains to a system for geno
typing. The system comprises means or a mechanism for
obtaining nucleic acid material from a genome. The system
also comprises means or a mechanism for amplifying a
location of the material. The ampli?ed means or mechanism
is in communication With the nucleic acid material.
Additionally, the system comprises means or a mechanism

hemiZygote/homoZygote alleles, distinct heteroZygote
alleles, or superimposed heteroZygote alleles.
FIG. 3B shoWs the determination of allele siZes and
55

concentrations by applying a grid of expected locations to
the data image using relaxation methods and local quanti
tation. This is done both for (a) ?nding molecular Weight
markers and (b) ?nding genetic marker data locations.
FIG. 4 is the output from the pedigree construction and
genotyping modules. ShoWn are the genotypes that the

60

softWare automatically computed for each tested member of

for assaying the ampli?ed material based on the siZe and

Family #140 (FIG. 2). The softWare automatically applied

concentration. The assaying means or mechanism is in
communication With the amplifying means or mechanism.

one of three methods (maximum of single peak, maxima of
double peaks, or allele deconvolution) most appropriate to
the locus data. This diagram Was draWn by the graphical

The system moreover comprises means or a mechanism for

converting the assayed ampli?ed material into a ?rst set of
electrical signals corresponding to siZe and concentration of
the ampli?ed material at the location. The converting means

65

display component of the system.
FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a system for

genotyping polymorphic genetic loci.
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FIG. 6 is a How chart of a system for diagnosing genetic
disease.

(1) acquiring an individual’s genomic DNA, (2) performing
PCR ampli?cation at an STR locus of this DNA, (3)

assaying the ampli?ed PCR products, (4) analyZing the

FIG. 7 shoWs the setting of phase in the inheritance graph.
The links betWeen the individuals in Family #140 shoW the
X-chromosome inheritance paths betWeen parents and chil

peaks of the resulting assay into DNA siZe and concentration

dren. These links are traversed to generate the vertical, in

product to determine the genotype of the individual at the

phase, haplotypes shoWn. This is done by applying the
haplotyping rules When graph nodes (i.e., individuals) are

signal processing techniques. The further step (6) of employ

features, and then (5) deconvolving the analyZed PCR
STR locus, or (5‘) deconvolution using Fourier domain

reached in the graph traversal. This diagram Was draWn by

the graphical display component of the system.
FIG. 8 shoWs phenotypic identi?cation of individuals
having the at-risk haplotype. All individuals Who share a
chromosomal haplotype With proband A are inferred to carry
the disease gene. A’s haplotype is the allele sequence
<207,171,233,131>. Male G has this haplotype, and is
presumed to be affected. Females D, E, and F have this

10

15

is comprised of the steps:
(1) obtaining nucleic acid material from a genome;
(2) amplifying a location of the material;
(3) assaying the ampli?ed material based on siZe and

concentration;

haplotype on one of their X chromosomes, and are inferred

(4) converting the assayed ampli?ed material into a ?rst

to be carriers. This diagram Was draWn by the graphical

display component of the system.

ing a PCR stutter pattern library in steps 5 or 5‘ is also
described.
More precisely, a method is described for genotyping that

20

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

A genome is any portion of the inherited nucleic acid

set of electrical signals corresponding to siZe and
concentration of the ampli?ed material at the location;
(5 or 5‘, 6) operating on the ?rst set of electrical signals
produced from the ampli?ed material With a second set
of electrical signals corresponding to a response pattern
of the location to produce a third set of clean electrical

material, or its derivatives, of one or more individuals of any 25

signals corresponding to the siZe and multiplicities of

species. In particular, it is used as a sample for character

the material at the location.

Referring to FIG. 1B, step 1 is for acquiring genomic
DNA. More precisely, obtaining nucleic acid material from

iZation or assay.

A nucleic acid material from a genome is a sampling of

nucleic acids derived from individuals having some portion
of that genome. This represents the unknoWn material that is
to be genotyped.

a genome.
30

including Whole blood, isolated lymphocytes, tissue, and
tissue culture (Ausubel, F. M., Brent, R., Kingston, R. E.,
Moore, D. D., Seidman, J. G., Smith, J. A., and Struhl, K.,

Alocation on a genome is a physical region that does not

exceed 10 megabases that is de?ned by a set of nucleic acid
sequences that characteriZe the ampli?cation of that region.
In the preferred embodiment, a location is more speci?cally
a polymorphic multi-nucleotide repeat locus that is de?ned

35

physical mechanism for containing and transferring

F., and Maniatis, T. 1989. Molecular Cloning, second edi
tion. Plainview, NY: Cold Spring Harbor Press; Nordvag
1992. Direct PCR of Washed Blood Cells. BioTechniques,
40

12(4): 490—492), incorporated by reference. In the preferred
embodiment, DNA is extracted from anticoagulated human
blood removed by standard venipuncture and collected in

information, preferrably in a computing device.
The ?rst set of electrical signals corresponds to a series of
nucleic acid siZe and concentration features that assay the
ampli?cation products of a location on a genome. For
instance, these signals can include artifacts such as PCR
stutter or background noise.
The second set of electrical signals corresponds to a series
of nucleic acid siZe and concentration features that charac
teriZe the response pattern of a single sequence of a location

ed. 1993. Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. NeW

York, NY: John Wiley and Sons; Sambrook, J., Fritsch, E.

by its pair of PCR primers.
A set of electrical signals entails electromagnetic
energies, including electrity and light, that serves as a

The process begins by extracting DNA from blood or
tissue. There are numerous standard methods to isolate DNA

tubes containing either EDTA or sodium citrate. The red

cells are lysed by a gentle detergent and the leukocyte nuclei
45

are pelleted and Washed With the lysis buffer. The nuclei are
then resuspended in a standard phosphate buffered saline
(pH=7.5) and then lysed in a solution of sodium dodecyl
sulfate, EDTA and tris buffer pH 8.0 in the presence of

proteinase K 100 ug/m 1. The proteinase K digestion is
performed for 2 hours to overnight at 50° C. The solution is
then extracted With an equal volume of buffered phenol
chloroform. The upper phase is reextracted With chloroform
and the DNA is precipitated by the addition of NaAcetate pH

When distorted by an ampli?cation procedure. These fea
tures may vary as a function of the siZe of the sequence at

the location, and there is at least one (though not more than

?fty) response pattern associated With the location. For

6.5 to a ?nal concentration of 0.3M and one volume of
instance, these response patterns can include a PCR stutter 55 isopropanol. The precipitated DNA is spun in a desktop
artifact of a location on a genome, or background noise.

centrifuge at approximately 15,000 g, Washed With 70%
ethanol, partially dried and resuspended in TE (10mM Tris

The third set of clean electrical signals corresponds to the
siZe and multiplicities of the genome material at a location
on a genome. More speci?cally, the clean electrical signals
corresponds to the different alleles present at a location on
a genome, and their relative numbers. For instance, these
clean signals may have the artifacts (such as PCR stutter or

pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA) buffer. There are numerous other
60

methods for isolating eukaryotic DNA, including methods
that do not require organic solvents, and puri?cation by
adsorption to column matrices. None of these methods are

novel, and the only requirement is that the DNA be of

background noise) removed.

suf?cient purity to serve as templates in PCR reactions and

(1) A method and system for genotyping polymorphic
genetic loci.

in suf?cient quantity.
Referring to FIG. 1B, step 2 is for performing PCR
ampli?cation. More precisely, amplifying a location of the

Referring to FIG. 1B, a method for genotyping polymor
phic genetic loci is described Which comprises the steps of

65

material.
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Applications. San Diego, Calif.: Academic Press.), incorpo

The genomic DNA is then ampli?ed at one or more

rated by reference. In the preferred embodiment, for STR
CA-repeat loci, the thermocycling protocol on the Perkin
Elmer PCR System 9600 machine is:

locations on a genome via a PCR reaction. SiZe standards are

used to calibrate the quantitative analysis. The methods for
this PCR ampli?cation given here are standard, and can be
readily applied to every microsatellite or multinucleotide
repeat marker that corresponds to a (relatively unique)

a) Heat to 94‘1 C. for 3’

location on a genome.

Polymorphic genetic markers are locations on a genome
that are selected for examining a genome region of interest.
The genetic markers to be used for each multinucleotide
repeat are obtained as PCR primer sequences pairs and PCR

b) Repeat 30x:
10

94‘1 C. for l/2’ (denature)
5?;1 C. for l/2’ (anneal)

reaction conditions from available databases (Genbank,

65‘1 C. for 4’

(extend)

GDB, EMBL; Hilliard, Davison, Doolittle, and Roderick,
Jackson laboratory mouse genome database, Bar Harbor,
ME; SSLP genetic map of the mouse, Map Pairs, Research

c) 65‘1 C. for 7’ (extend)
15

Genetics, Huntsville, Ala.), incorporated by reference.

d) 4“ c. soak ad librum

Alternatively, some or all of these microsatellite locations

can also be constructed using existing techniques

The PCR cycles are completed, With each reaction tube
containing the ampli?ed DNA from a speci?c location of the

(Sambrook, J ., Fritsch, E. F., and Maniatis, T. 1989. Molecu

lar Cloning, second edition. Plainview, NY: Cold Spring
Harbor Press; N. J. Dracopoli, J. L. Haines, B. R. Korf, C.
C. Morton, C. E. Seidman, J. G. Seidman, D. T. Moir, and
D. Smith, ed., Current Protocols in Human Genetics. NeW

York: John Wiley and Sons, 1994), incorporated by refer
ence.

The oligonucleotide primers for each multinucleotide
repeat genetic marker are synthesiZed (Haralambidis, J.,
Duncan, L., Angus, K., and Tregear, G. W. 1990. The
synthesis of polyamide-oligonucleotide conjugate mol
ecules. NucleicAcids Research, 18(3): 493—9. Nelson, P. S.,
Kent, M., and Muthini, S. 1992. Oligonucleotide labeling

20

genome. Each mixture includes the DNA that Was synthe

siZed from the tWo alleles of the diploid genome (a single
allele from haploid chromosomes as is the case With the sex
chromosomes in males or in instances of cells in Which a
portion of the chromosome has been lost such as occurs in
25 tumors, or no alleles When both are lost). If desired, the free

deoxynucleotides and primers may be separated from the

PCR products by ?ltration using commercially available
?lters (Amicon, “puri?cation of PCR Products in Microcon

Microconcentrators,” Amicon, Beverly, Mass., Protocol

methods. 3. Direct labeling of oligonucleotides employing a

Publication 305; A. M. KroWcZynska and M. B. Henderson,
“Ef?cient Puri?cation of PCR Products Using
Ultra?ltration,” BioTechniques, vol. 13, no. 2, pp. 286—289,

novel, non-nucleosidic, 2-aminobutyl-1,3-propanediol

1992), incorporated by reference.

30

backbone. Nucleic Acids Research, 20(23): 6253—9. Roget,
A., BaZin, H., and Teoule, R. 1989. Synthesis and use of
labelled nucleoside phosphoramidite building blocks bear

35

ing a reporter group: biotinyl, dinitrophenyl, pyrenyl and

In the preferred embodiment, these PCR reactions gen
erate quanti?able signals, and are done either separately or
in multiplexed fashion. In one multiplexed embodiment for

DMD diagnosis, four CA-repeat markers [3‘-CA (C. Oudet,

dansyl. NucleicAcids Research, 17(19): 7643—51. Schubert,

R. Heilig, and J. Mandel, “An informative polymorphism

F., Cech, D., Reinhardt, R., and Wiesner, P. 1992. Fluores
cent labelling of sequencing primers for automated oligo
nucleotide synthesis. Dna Sequence, 2(5): 273—9. Theisen,
P., McCollum, C., and Andrus, A. 1992. Fluorescent dye

detectable by polymerase chain reaction at the 3‘ end of the
40

phosphoramidite labelling of oligonucleotides. Nucleic

Acids Symposium Series, 1992(27): 99—100.), incorporated
by reference. These primers may be derivatiZed With a

45

dystrophin gene,” Hum Genet, vol. 84, pp. 283—285, 1990),
5‘DYSII (C. Feener, F. Boyce, and L. Kunkel, “Rapid
detection of CApolymorphisms in cloned DNA: application
to the 5‘ region of the dystrophin gene,” Am J Hum Genet,
vol. 48, pp. 621—627, 1991), and STRs 45 and 49 (P.
Clemens, R. FenWick, J. Chamberlain, R. Gibbs, M. de

?uorescent detection molecule or a ligand for immu

Andrade, R. Chakraborty, and C. Caskey, “Linkage analysis

nochemical detection such as digoxigenin. Alternatively,
these oligonucleotides and their derivatives can be ordered
from a commercial vendor (Research Genetics, Huntsville,

for Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies using
dinucleotide repeat polymorphisms,”Am J Hum Genet, vol.

Ala.).

uted throughout the 2.5Mb dystrophin gene are used. The

49, pp. 951—960, 1991), incorporated by reference, distrib

In the preferred embodiment, the genomic DNA is mixed

forWard primer of each pair of PCR amplimers is covalently

With the other components of the PCR reaction at 4° C.
These other components include, but are not limited to, the

linked to ?uorescein, and all four loci are ampli?ed in a

standard PCR buffer (containing Tris pH8.0, 50 mM KCl,

Tarleton, B. Popovich, W. K. SeltZer, and E. P. Hoffman,
“Fluorescent Multiplex Linkage Analysis and Carrier Detec
tion for Duchenne/Becker Muscular Dystrophy,” Am. J.

2.5 mM magnesium chloride, albumin), triphosphate deoxy
nucleotides (dTTP, dCTP, DATP, dGTP), the thermostable

single 25 cycle multiplex PCR reaction (L. S. SchWartZ, J.
55

polymerase (e.g., Taq polymerase). The total amount of this

Hum. Genet., vol. 51, pp. 721—729, 1992), incorporated by

mixture is determined by the ?nal volume of each PCR

reference. The mixed ?uorescent primers can be stored for
over three years With no loss of label intensity, obviating the

reaction (say, 10 al) and the number of reactions.
The PCR reactions are performed on all of the reactions

60

by heating and cooling to speci?c locus-dependent tempera

need for relabelling prior to each experiment. TWo ?uores
cent molecular Weight standards (dystrophin gene exons 50

tures that are given by the knoWn PCR conditions. The entire

(271 bp) and 52 (113 bp) (A. Beggs and L. Kunkel, “A

cycle of annealing, extension, and denaturation is repeated
multiple times (ranging from 20—40 cycles depending on the

polymorphic CACA repeat in the 3‘ untranslated region of
dystrophin,” Nucleic Acids Res, vol. 18, pp. 1931, 1990; L.
S. SchWartZ, J. Tarleton, B. Popovich, W. K. SeltZer, and E.

ef?ciencies of the reactions and sensitivity of the detection
system) (Innis, M. A., Gelfand, D. H., Sninsky, J. J ., and
White, T. J. 1990. PCR Protocols: A Guide to Methods and

65

P. Hoffman, “Fluorescent Multiplex Linkage Analysis and
Carrier Detection for Duchenne/Becker Muscular
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Dystrophy,” Am. J. Hum. Genet., vol. 51, pp. 721—729,

and is sampled by the sequencer every 3 seconds, providing

1992), incorporated by reference, are added to samples prior

roughly 20 data points per base of DNA. Gels are run for a

to electrophoresis’s. These four markers cover the full

total of 4 hours, generating approximately 5,000 data points

spectrum of CA-repeat siZes, signals, stutter patterns, and
polymorphisms, Which demonstrates that the data generation
and analysis methods described in this patent applications

per lane (individual). Machine readable data ?les from the

are applicable to the entire class of di- and multi-nucleotide

matically generated by the Genesis 2000 softWare. The
traces for the running example analysis of Family #40 is

repeat markers.
Referring to FIG. 1B, step 3 is for siZe separation of the
PCR products. More precisely, assaying the ampli?ed mate

sequencer runs, recorded as a linear ?uorescence signal

(PMT voltage) trace for each lane (individual), are auto

10

Referring to FIG. 1B, step 4 is for analyZing the assayed
DNA peaks (i.e., bands) into DNA siZe vs. concentration

rial based on siZe and concentration.

In the preferred embodiment, siZe separation of the
labeled PCR products is done by gel electrophoresis on

information. More precisely, converting the assayed ampli

polyacrylamide gels (Ausubel, F. M., Brent, R., Kingston, R.
E., Moore, D. D., Seidman, J. G., Smith, J. A., and Struhl,
K., ed. 1993. Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. NeW
York, NY: John Wiley and Sons; N. J. Dracopoli, J. L.
Haines, B. R. Korf, C. C. Morton, C. E. Seidman, J. G.
Seidman, D. T. Moir, and D. Smith, ed., Current Protocols
in Human Genetics. NeW York: John Wiley and Sons, 1994;

15

20

lar Cloning, second edition. Plainview, NY: Cold Spring

Harbor Press), incorporated by reference. The gel image is
then put into machine readable digital format. This is done
25

?rst set of electrical signals corresponding to siZe and
concentration features of the ampli?ed material. The con
version is effected using a computer device With memory via
a program in memory that examines the values of the assay
signals residing in memory locations. These values are
assessed for features corresponding to the detection of a

discrete siZe region of ampli?ed nucleic acid material, such

using a conventional gray scale or color scanner, by phos

phor imaging, or by direct electronic acquisition using an
automated DNA sequencer (e.g., ?uorescence-based) for

as a peak or band in the differential siZing assay. The relative

concentration of nucleic acid material is then quantitated in
such regions. These siZe/concentration features are then

siZing DNA products.
This siZing assay acquires signals that enable the eventual

?ed material into a ?rst set of electrical signals correspond
ing to siZe and concentration of the ampli?ed material at the
location.
Signals Were obtained in step 3 from the differentially
siZed ampli?ed nucleic acid material of a location on a
genome. In this step, these signals are then converted into a

Sambrook, J ., Fritsch, E. F., and Maniatis, T. 1989. Molecu

by electronic scanning of a gel image (e.g., autoradiograph)

shoWn in FIG. 2. These time vs. voltage ?les are entered into
the system, as described beloW.

quantitation of the nucleic acid siZes and concentrations

stored as a ?rst set of electrical signals in the computer’s
memory, for use in step 5.

present in the ampli?ed material. This is done by obtaining
features (related to siZe and concentration) of the differen
tially siZed nucleic acid products in the ampli?ed material

In a preferred embodiment, each individual’s prepro
cessed DuPont data ?le contains a time vs. intensity trace of
the single or multiplexed PCR sequencer run generated from

that can be converted into electrical signals. This acquisition

30

35

may be accomplished by generating images that can be
scanned into electronic pixels, by applying a photomultiplier
tube to ?uorescently labeled ampli?ed material thereby

generating electrical signals, by measuring labeled ampli?ed
material in microcapillary tubes, by performing differential

these data must be converted to DNA siZe vs. DNA con

centration units. The system ?rst searches predetermined
time regions to ?nd the molecular Weight markers
(dystrophin gene exons 50 [271 bp] and 52 113 bp]). Alinear
40

material, or by any other physical means of detecting
relative concentrations of nucleic acid species. The acqui
sition of the siZing assay data may be effected in real-time,

and is assigned a time and an area. The apex of a peak is
45

acid signals.
A preferred embodiment using an automated DNA
sequencer is given for the speci?c case of DMD diagnosis;
this procedure can be used for any STR PCR product. The
PCR products of each of the four DMD CA-repeat loci may
lie their oWn individual lane, or be multiplexed into multiple

interpolation is then performed to construct a time vs. siZe

mapping grid. Each prede?ned CA-repeat locus is then
processed independently Within its prede?ned siZe WindoW.
Every peak Within the CA-repeat marker region is identi?ed,

hybridiZation of nucleic acid probes With the ampli?ed

or be postponed to alloW increased accumulation of nucleic

the corresponding gel lane. For quantitative processing,

de?ned as the point of change betWeen a monotonically

increasing series and a monotonically decreasing series, left
to right. The monotonicity predicate holds When the differ
ence betWeen an average of right values and an average of
50

left values exceeds a predetermined threshold. Using the
linear time-to-siZe interpolation from the grid, the time of
each peak apex’s occurrence is converted to a DNA siZe

(e.g., four) minimally overlapping siZe WindoWs of a single

estimate. The areas are computed as the full-Width at half

lane. In the latter case, the alleles for all four loci and the

max peak from the intensity data, and are considered to be
proportional to the approximate DNA concentration for any

molecular Weight markers can be read out as a siZe

multiplexed signal in one lane of a DNA sequencer. The
DuPont Genesis DNA sequencer can generate ?uorescent
intensity data for 10—12 lanes, With one lane assigned to
each individual. In an alternative embodiment, the multiple

55

#40.
In an alternative embodiment, the tWo dimensional image

lanes of the Applied Biosystems sequencer (ABI 373A, With

optional Genotyper softWare), incorporated by reference, the

speci?c locus. FIG. 3A shoWs partial DNA siZe/intensity
results from the machine vision analysis of example Family

60

Pharmacia sequencer, the Millipore sequencer, or any com

data (rather than the one dimensional preprocessed lane
data) is analyZed to produce siZe vs. intensity information.
First, the image locations of the molecular Weight (MW)

parable system for direct electronic acquisition of electro

markers are found in every lane in Which they Were placed.

phoretic gel images is used.

This is done by searching for peaks of the proper shapes in
the expected image locations. By comparing the observed
MW marker peak locations to their expected peak locations,

With the DuPont system, at least ten family members can

be haplotyped for the dystrophin gene With a single
sequencer run. Each lane’s signal intensity is observed as

photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage units (12 bit resolution),

65

a linear interpolation is established that maps each tWo
dimensional image location to a unique lane and DNA siZe.
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Second, the data peaks of the stuttered genetic marker alleles

electrical signals, together With the second set of electrical
signals detailed in step 6, using a program residing in the
memory of the computer. In the preferred embodiment, this
operation is a deconvolution procedure.
The pattern of measured peaks (DNA siZes vs. DNA
concentrations) is classi?ed into one of three classes:

are found on the image. For each peak, its lane and DNA size

is determined by linear interpolation, and the observed
intensity is summed over the peak region; the lane, DNA
siZe, and signal intensity are then recorded. With superim

posed signals (e.g., using multiple ?uorescent probes) in
each lane, the image plane is noted as Well. To adjust
background levels, standard machine vision techniques such

hemiZygote/homoZygote alleles, distinct heteroZygote

as iterative thresholding are used (J. R. Parker, Practical

classes of peak patterns are de?ned as folloWs. A

Computer Vision Using C. NeW York: John Wiley and Sons,

alleles, or superimposed heteroZygote alleles. These three
10

hemiZygote/homoZygote allele comprises a single decay
pattern of decreasing peak amplitudes, With DNA siZe
decreasing from right to left (FIG. 2); the rightmost and
largest peak is considered to be the primary peak. For

15

hemiZygote. At locus STR-45, using the values shoWn in

1994), incorporated by reference.
In an alternative embodiment, a general expectation
based architecture is used. The expected locations of MW

and genetic markers is made representationally explicit, and
relaxation methods are then employed. First, referring to
FIG. 3B, the knoWn expected locations 302 of the MW

example, individual A of family #40 is a male X-linked
FIG. 3A, the peak occurs at length 171 nucleotides, With a

concentration of 101,299. Thus, the genotype of individual
A at locus STR-45 is assigned the value 171. The peak
pattern is classi?ed as distinct heteroZyogote When tWo such
decay patterns are found Within the marker WindoW, and the
tWo primary peaks are of similar amplitude. For example,
individual D of family #140 is heteroZygotic at locus STR
49. As seen in FIG. 3A, there is one peak at length 233, and
a second peak at length 264. The stutter peaks are Widely

markers are arranged into a data structure, Which makes

explicit the local horiZontal and vertical pairWise distance

relationships betWeen neighboring markers. The image loca
tions 304 of the MW markers are then found in every lane

With MW markers, by searching for peaks of the proper
shapes in the expected locations. The observed MW marker
peak locations are then compared With their expected peak
locations. A relaxation process is then performed Which
heuristically minimiZes the local horiZontal and vertical

pairWise distances, adapting the expected grid to the

separated, so there Was no overlap in their stutter patterns,
and the genotype Was readily determined from the tWo

observed data, and produces a “best ?t” 306 of the observed
locations to the expected locations. This produces a local

superimposed heteroZygote alleles, is invoked When no

linear interpolation mapping in each region of the grid, that

simple pattern of alleles satisfying the hemiZygotic/

25

distinct simple signals to be (233, 264). The third class,
homoZygotic or distinct heteroZygotic criteria is detected. In

maps each tWo dimensional image location to a unique lane
and DNA siZe.

Second, the data peaks of the stuttered genetic marker
alleles are found on the image. All the possible expected
locations 312 of genetic marker peaks are arranged into a
data structure, Which makes explicit the local horiZontal and
vertical pairWise distance relationships betWeen markers as
interpolated from the MW marker analysis. The image
locations 314 of the genetic markers are then found by

35

this class, present in heteroZygote loci, the alleles are closely
spaced, and produce a complex pattern of overlapping
peaks. Deconvolution of the peak pattern is then invoked to
identify the tWo alleles. Since the peak decay patterns are
similar for any given locus, the deconvolution of a complex
heteroZygous pattern at a locus can be done With respect to

the hemiZygous decay pattern (of a different individual) at
the same locus.

With superimposed heteroZygote alleles, the overlapping

searching for peaks of the proper shapes in the image
locations predicted by the expectation grid. A relaxation

stutter peaks of proximate alleles at a locus are deconvolved,

process is then performed Which assures heuristic minimi
Zation of the local horiZontal and vertical pairWise distances

thereby computing a single peak per allele. For any given
STR marker locus, the allele stutter pattern is relatively

betWeen observed data peaks, adapting the expected data
position grid to the observed data positions, and produces a

?xed. The DNA concentrations for one allele at each discrete
DNA siZe can be Written as the pattern vector

“best ?t” 316 of the observed locations to the expected
locations. This determines, for each observed data peak, the

45

<pn, . . . p2, p1, pO>, or, equivalently, as the polynomial

P(X)>

lane/plane position and the DNA siZe; the observed intensity
at that point is then summed over the peak region, and the

lane/plane, DNA siZe, and signal intensity are recorded.
When inheritance information betWeen related individuals is

Each coef?cient Pk is the observed peak area in the allele ’s

available, the consistency betWeen the predicted inheritance

pattern for the kth stutter peak.

of alleles and observed allele peak patterns can be used to

The superimposed stutter patterns observed in the
sequencer data of heteroZygotic markers can be similarly
described by a polynomial
The coefficients of q(x) are

further align the predicted and observed data peak grids.
Referring to FIG. 1B, step 5 is for genotyping by decon
volution. More precisely, operating on the ?rst set of elec

55

the superimposed peak areas produced by PCR stuttering of
the tWo alleles. The PCR stutter of each allele has a ?xed

trical signals produced from the ampli?ed material With a
second set of electrical signals (described in step 6) corre

pattern described by the polynomial
When the allele
contains precisely r repeated dinucleotides, the pattern is
shifted 2r bases on the sequencer gel lane. (With repeated
trinucleotides, tetranucleotides, and other non-dinucleotide

sponding to a response pattern of the location to produce a

third set of clean electrical signals corresponding to the siZe
and multiplicities of the unampli?ed material on the genome

STRs, this factor may be different from “2”, but the method
still obtains.) A shift in the stutter pattern by 2r bases

at the location.

The measured ?rst set of electrical signals produced from

the ampli?ed material is corrupted by the response pattern of

mathematically corresponds to multiplication of the poly

the location on the genome. The objective is to produce a

nomial p(x) by X”. Therefore, if the tWo allele siZes are s and
t, then the tWo stuttered alleles produce the shifted polyno
mials
x5 * p(x), and x’ * p(x),

third set of clean electrical signals corresponding to the siZe
and multiplicities of the unampli?ed material on the genome
at the location. This is done by operating on the ?rst set of

65
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respectively. Superimposing these tWo allele stutter patterns
produces the observed sum

Deconvolution of q(X) With respect to p(X) determines
(XS+Xt), Where s and t are the peaks of the shifted patterns.
That is, s and t provide the genotype. The polynomial

Direct deconvolution to obtain the allele siZes s and t

(hence, the genotype) by polynomial division via

10

is not sufficiently robust With real data containing noise.
Therefore, statistical moment computations are used. In
addition to robustness, this has the second advantage of

coefficients are ?rst renormaliZed to account for the eXpec

tation that p(X) measures a single chromosome dosage,
Whereas q(X) measures tWo doses. Then, using the polyno
mial moment technique detailed above, and shifting the
siZes to their correct origin, compute

15

s=173.061, and
t=170.832.

linear time computation.
The k”1 moment of a polynomial u(X) is

Rounding these numbers to the closest integers in the

peak pattern, yields the genotype (173, 171). This eXample
Where
uk=u(k)
u(k) is the k”1 algebraic derivative of

result illustrates hoW PCR stutter peaks can be effectively

uk can be

rapidly computed by Weighted summation of the coefficients
of u(X) ’s k”1 derivative. As derived beloW,

20

25

exploited using the described deconvolution approach to
automatically resolve CA-repeats of close siZes. FIG. 4
shoWs the genotyping results using these methods for every
member of eXample Family #40.
The folloWing is a detailed derivation of this deconvolu
tion procedure for recovering the alleles s and t in the

presence
p(X) is immediately
of PCR stutter
knoWn
peaksinfrom
X chromosome
the data q(X),family
using data
from (haploid) male individuals, and can be derived via
similar deconvolution procedures for autosomal loci. One
30

proceeds in four steps.
Step 5a. Computing an eXpression for the allele sum s+t.
Taking the derivatives of both sides of

35

This computation has the effect of deconvolving the
superimposed PCR stutter patterns of the heteroZygotic
alleles into the tWo discrete peaks, having siZe s and t,
needed for straightforWard genotyping. The real numbers s
and t are rounded (up or doWn) to the nearest integer

40

Evaluating at X=1,

occurring in the observed peak data.
Consider, for eXample, the STR-45 locus of individual E
of Family #40. The DNA concentrations at the PCR product
siZes 161 through 173 are given in FIG. 3A. The siZes and
concentrations can be represented by the polynomial

45

The nth moment of a polynomial u(X) is

un=u(”)(1).
50

The moments are related to more intuitive function statistics,
such as the mean and variance:

This pattern does not conform to a simple uniform decay. In

Family #40, individual A’s hemiZygotic locus STR-45, does
(as expected) have a simple decay pattern from the peak at
siZe 171 doWn through siZe 161, as seen in FIG. 3A. This

This may be very efficiently computed in linear time as the
sum of the coefficients of the polynomial’s n’h derivative.

55

data can similarly be represented by the polynomial

60

and can be used to help recover the tWo alleles at individual

E’s STR-45 locus.

As just described, individual E’s peak pattern at locus
STR-45 can be vieWed as the superposition of tWo shifted

copies of A’s peak pattern at STR-45. Conceptually, the
observed q(X) pattern is the sum of tWo shifted copies of
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ReWrite the above derivation as (easily computable) moment
statistics:
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-continued

Referring to FIG. 1B, step 5‘ is for deconvolution using
Fourier domain techniques. More precisely, operating on the
?rst set of electrical signals produced from the ampli?ed

SO:

material With a second set of electrical signals (described in
step 6) corresponding to a response pattern of the location to
produce a third set of clean electrical signals corresponding
to the siZe and multiplicities of the unampli?ed material on

Thus, given the hemiZygous (or homozygous) disstribu
tion p(x), and the sequencer data q(x), if either s or t is
known, then so is the other. When the position t of the larger

the genome at the location.
10

The measured ?rst set of electrical signals produced from
the ampli?ed material is corrupted by the response pattern of

15

third set of clean electrical signals corresponding to the siZe
and multiplicities of the unampli?ed material on the genome
at the location. This is done by operating on the ?rst set of
electrical signals, together With the second set of electrical

allele is determined by identifying the peak of the largest
PCR product in the locus region, this procedure Will deter

the location on the genome. The objective is to produce a

mine the location s of the smaller allele.

Step 5b. Computing an expression for the allele sum s2+t2.
To extract second moments, compute the second derivative
of the relation

signals detailed in step 6, using a program residing in the
memory of the computer. In another preferred embodiment,
this operation is Fourier domain deconvolution.
In another preferred embodiment, Fourier domain signal

q(X)=P(X)*(x‘+X9

After simpli?cation, this produces:

processing methods can be used for deconvolution and allele
determination from stuttered PCR reactions. Here, each
discrete time unit corresponds to a DNA siZe; this siZe
measured in base pair (bp) units is observed on an electro

+p(x)[s(s—1)x"2+t(t—1)xt’2].
Setting x=1 to calculate moments, and rearranging to group
the constant, linear, and quadratic terms in s and t, yields the

25

phoretic gel trace. Using conventional signal processing
notation,
(1) the uncorrupted allele signal is the function
u(t), Which maps each DNA siZe t into the number of
alleles of that siZe present in the sample;
(2) the knoWn PCR stutter pattern of a given genetic marker

equality:
0=[2P2—q2]+(S+l)[2P1—P@]+(S2+r2)P@

is

Rearranging this equality gives the equivalence:

r(t),
the response function describing the spatial appearance of

Each right hand side term is directly or indirectly comput
able from moment properties of the data. For example, “s+t”
is knoWn via equation
Step 5c. Computing an expression for the allele difference

one marker’s stutter on the gel;
(3) the observed data from one or more alleles is the smeared
35

signal

S(I)
Which is the appearance of the multiple superimposed
alleles u(t) distorted by the stutter artifact r(t).

s—t.

From (s+t) given in (*), and (s2+t2) given in (**), (s—t) is

(4) That is:

obtained as folloWs:

s(t)=r(t) * u(t), Where “*” denotes convolution, and, in the

Fourier domain,

s(t)=Ro no,
Where the capital letters denote the Fourier transforms of the
45

: 2(52 +12) — (5+ t)2.

signal functions. The objective is to genotype by determin
ing the allele distribution u(t) from the observed data s(t),
exploiting the knoWn response function r(t).
In the absence of noise, this deconvolution can be imple

mented by the polynomial division proposed in step 5 of

This provides a closed form expression for s—t, as the square

FIG. 1B, Which is equivalent to Fourier domain division. For
measured data, though, noise cannot be ignored, and a more
robust method such as Optimal (Wiener) Filtering With the
(fast) Fourier transform is needed (D. F. Elliot and K. R.

root of 2(s2+t2)—(s+t)2.
Step 5d. Computing the alleles s and t.
Combining s+t and s—t:

Rao, Fast Transforms: Algorithms, Analyses, Applications.
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NeW York: Academic Press, 1982; H. J. Nussbaumer, Fast
Fourier Transform and ConvolutionAlgorithms. NeW York:

Springer-Verlag, 1982; A. Papoulis, Signal Analysis. NeW
York: McGraW-Hill Book Company, 1977; L. R. Rabiner

Thus, by taking Zeroth, ?rst, and second moments of the
multiallelic sequence data q(x), together With the knoWn

and B. Gold, Theory and Application of Digital Signal
Processing. EngleWood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1975),

haplotype p(x), the absolute positions of nucleotide repeat

incorporated by reference. The polynomial moment method

alleles s and t can be rapidly computed. Since computing the

described in step 5 of FIG. 1B can be understood in this

moments is just linear in the siZe of the data, the procedure

context as Well (A. Papoulis, “Approximations of Point
Spreads for Deconvolution,”J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 62, no. 1,

is fast, and is asymptotically better than simple (and noise

intolerant) quadratic time polynomial division; this speed
advantage is useful in on-line real-time automated genotyp
mg.
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pp. 77—80, 1972), incorporated by reference. The folloWing
method is derived using the approach in section 12.6 of
Press
H. Press, B. P. Flannery, S. A. Teukolsky, and W.

